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Executive summary

For twenty years now, Europeans have been encouraged to view migration as the epitome of globalisation, the triumph of global economic drive over territorial order. So it’s significant that migration is now becoming an object of geopolitical competition. Across the world, countries are not only trying to reassert control of their borders but to use people flows and differences of population size for geostrategic gain. Is this a sign that geography now trumps economics? It suggests rather that US-led globalisation, as an organising principle of world politics, is losing its hold. This has triggered competition to promote alternative units and modes of power. Migration, as a culturally and ideologically-loaded form of cross-border interaction, has become a particularly strong vector in this reshuffle. This paper charts the challenges facing the EU in the field of migration, and suggests how Brussels might promote its own form of order.
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Introduction: whatever happened to the EU’s migration strategy?

In June 2014, EU leaders updated their strategy on immigration and mobility (European Council 2014). They focused, as they have done every five years since 1999, on: passport-free travel inside the Schengen Area; on ‘free movement’ (the right of EU citizens to work in another member state); as well as on labour immigration from outside the bloc and on asylum. But unlike previous documents, this new strategy still has no name. With European voters suspicious of the very mention of European integration and immigration, and with hostile countries like Russia apparently ready to exploit these political difficulties, EU leaders preferred to quietly bury their new programme. In that light, one of the names proposed for it might just prove prescient. The initial suggestion to call this strategy the ‘Ypres Guidelines’ was inspired by EU leaders’ decision to spend part of the summit in a small Flemish town commemorating the beginning of the First World War (de Bruycker 2014). If the suggestion was prescient it’s because, a century after that first industrial-age clash, Europe is once again going into battle, and once again without a proper strategy.

Why the June guidelines count as the EU’s final word on immigration

The EU’s labour migration and asylum regime has positively mushroomed over the past 25 years. 1992: the EU reboots the common European labour market; 1995: it launches a passport-free travel area (the now 26-strong Schengen area); 1998-9: it makes ambitious prescriptions for a European Area of Freedom, Security and Justice comprising a joint immigration, border and asylum policy; 2004-5: it adopts a Global Approach to Migration, setting these efforts in an international context; 2009: it continues this effort at internationalisation, and prescribes ways to exploit the beneficial development policy effects of migration. Despite the constant refrain from critics about the EU creating a “fortress Europe”, therefore, leaders have shown a fair amount of political bravery and liberalisation here. Their progress can be charted in a series of five-year strategies – the Tampere (1999), Hague (2004) and Stockholm (2009) programmes. Each of these has been adopted at the highest political level, by the European Council. Each has been proudly named after the city in which it was adopted.

This pattern is broken only by the most recent strategy. The six pages of conclusions from the June 2014 European Council summit are still referred to as the ‘post-Stockholm programme’ (i.e., ‘the programme after the last one’). The retention of 2009’s Stockholm moniker was not a bid for political ownership by the Swedes. If this new programme is still using the name of its predecessor it’s because nobody will take ownership for it – this is a political orphan. The Greek government, having taken on the role of guiding the debate, struggled grimly with its own domestic limitations and the lack of interest shown by the outgoing President of the European Council, Herman Van Rompuy, not to mention the uncertainties surrounding the change of guard in the European Parliament and the European Commission in May 2014 nor the complete lack of appetite for discussion in northern European countries where immigration questions were a source of political tension.2 It seems that the only consensus
was that there was no consensus, and so nothing contentious was put on the table (Collett 2014).3

Of course, EU officials have their own justification for the strategy’s namelessness. They point to recent efficiency-reforms that mean almost all EU summits will now be held in Brussels. In other words, the usual practice of naming the legislative programmes after the town of their adoption has become obsolete: this, and any future migration strategy, would now have to be known as a ‘Brussels Strategy’ – a cause of confusion (Pascouau 2014). Critics would probably counter that the poor quality of the 2014 strategy merits the Brussels moniker even more – it would be a testament to the decline in standards that occurs when processes are ‘brusselised’. Yet, there is another, more straightforward grounds for sticking with the old naming tradition: this is likely to be the first and the last ‘Brussels Programme’. Policy activists surmise that this is the last time leaders will attempt to deal openly and proactively with migration - this programme contains EU leaders’ ‘final word’ on migration.

How the EU went from global trend-setter to political football

All this is a far cry from the 1990s and the EU’s first immigration and home affairs programme. Old hands reminisce about the process of adopting the Tampere Programme of 1999, a time when far-sighted EU officials and an ambitious Finnish prime minister joined forces to bounce the British Prime Minister Tony Blair and German Chancellor Gerhard Schroeder into a genuinely pro-European and progressive agenda on migration. The Tampere summit, which had been preceded by the usual downbeat noises from Berlin and London about how the EU should focus on measures for restricting illegal immigration (Bunyan 2003), ended up prescribing ambitious common minimum rules on asylum, as well as first steps in the highly sensitive field of immigrant integration, and a more solidary approach to managing the EU’s external border. For today’s EU negotiators, that 1999 Programme has something of the quality of the recent Rosetta Mars mission - launched in earlier and more self-assured times, it is an awkward relic of past ambition.

A simple illustration of the EU’s political decline: fifteen years ago at Tampere, EU leaders bound themselves to a rather ambitious goal. They pledged to treat immigrants from outside the EU as they would the EU citizens working in their country. Or to put it another way: they would, as far as possible, extend to ‘third-country-nationals’ the generous economic and political rights enjoyed by their own migrant nationals under EU law. Up until that point, EU leaders had focused their efforts on trying to exempt intra-EU workers from the general stigma attached to the term ‘migrant’ in Europe. Citizens of one EU member state working in another were referred to first as “free movers” and then as “European citizens”4. At Tampere, EU leaders were thus going a significant step further – they were trying to apply this liberal terminology to immigrants who had entered the EU and to exempt them too from stigma. Today, 15 years later, the reverse is the norm: mobile EU citizens are now treated like workers from outside the bloc, and face hostility and protectionism (Ghimis et al. 2014).
Thus the terminology used for the far less advanced global migration regime is now being adopted within the EU itself, and the European Union, which once ranked as something of a global trend-setter in migration policy\(^5\), is now reactive to rougher powers. This raises serious concerns not least about whether Europe’s democracy can operate under such circumstances. In the 1990s, Europeans rose to the challenge of maintaining democratic control over their increasingly globalised economy (Milward 1992). The Tampere Programme illustrates well the chosen methodology: they used the EU to amplify the international impact of their norms; they encouraged non-EU members to cooperate with the EU and search out mutual gains; and they advocated creating further international institutions which reflected their own liberal methods. Today, however, Europeans find themselves increasingly reactive to international changes, and they feel straightjacketed by their own past rules and procedures.

**What questions should the EU ask about migration today?**

So how should leaders actually have approached the issue at their summit in June? With serious refugee crises to the EU’s South and East, the EU clearly needs to go beyond the programme’s slightly apologetic recipe for shoring up the status quo\(^6\), let alone the prescriptions made by experts when they called for - well what exactly? – a general need to mobilise and educate European voters on the need for tolerance towards foreigners?\(^7\) But the EU cannot think strategically without answering a basic question: what exactly is the situation facing the bloc – how can it be described let alone managed? ‘Unprecedented’ is the word most often used today: brutal and turbulent, the geostrategic situation engulfing the EU-28 is beyond anything discussed during the Tampere, Hague or Stockholm summits, and has unleashed refugee and migration crises of a scale Europe had more or less forgotten. Still, that historical progression over the past fifteen years gives initial clues:

→ Back in 1999 at Tampere, EU leaders focused on problems such as the integration of immigrants into the European way of life. 1999, remember, was still a time of optimism, and the EU was facing up to its role as a pole of economic and political attraction.

→ In 2004 at The Hague, the focus had shifted to internal security issues, as the EU noted that migration might pose a challenge to stability and that terrorism had taken on a new international dimension. Western countries were suddenly feeling vulnerable, albeit from non-state actors.

→ By 2009, the foreign and development policy aspects of migration were to the fore. EU leaders now acknowledged that they needed to cooperate with third countries if they wished to deal with irregular migration or compete for high-skilled labour without causing international tensions.

→ Today, in 2015, migration ranks as a source of serious inter-state tensions, less a facet of cooperation or foreign policy than of power projection and competition. As such, the world appears to be undergoing a return to a pre-1989 order (as described in Mitchell 1992), with globalisation being rolled back and replaced by geopolitics.
In its bid to conceptualise these migration problems, this paper unfolds in four main sections. The first is a horizon-scanning exercise. In it, I ask whether there are patterns underlying the present migration crisis or if this is sheer anarchy – a situation whereby the EU and others have so eroded national borders that migrants are simply running amok, a kind of over-globalisation. I argue that this is not anarchy, that there are clear sets of powers, interests and agendas at play. In the second section, I ask whether a process of ‘de-globalisation’ is instead at work here – whether a country or group of countries which has lost out under globalisation is forcing a roll-back. I argue that this is indeed de-globalisation, and that the EU itself is instrumental in it: the EU-28 are struggling to maintain representative democracy in the face of comparatively high levels of immigration. Third, I ask whether ‘globalisation’ post-1989 was somehow inevitable in the way it ordered human mobility or whether the EU in fact complied with a vision of the world that did not quite suit it. I find in favour of the latter: with its emphasis on global trade and national representative democracy, ‘globalisation’ prevented the EU from tailoring its usual recipe of regionalism and constitutional innovation to migration. Fourth, I ask whether the EU today has a viable alternative approach of its own for ordering time and space that might play to its strengths in this field.

A warning: I began this essay in a genuine spirit of enquiry and without a fixed point to make. As a result, each section was written individually and sequentially, on the basis of a (presumably) logical proposition, the answer to each leading onto the next. On the plus-side, that means this essay may encourage you to look at migration questions in a different way, as it did me. On the down-side: I’m afraid there’s no skipping the various sections: turn this page and you’re in it for the duration. I hope it repays the investment.

**Question 1. Is the EU’s migration crisis a result of overzealous globalisation?**

The idea of a ‘geopolitics of migration’ will sound strange to many people in the EU. For 25 years, Europeans have been encouraged to view migration as a fact of globalisation, involving individuals who are pursuing economic ends that stretch beyond the Westphalian territorial settlement. Migration was seen to mark the triumph of economic interdependence over territorial order. If anything, therefore, Europeans are likely to look upon today’s large flows of migrants and refugees as a simple continuation of this process – the result of a misguided effort at de-bordering epitomised by initiatives like the EU’s Schengen Area, and a sign of international anarchy caused by the wilful weakening of states by the EU and the West (Clark 2014). To be convinced that this is not anarchy but a geopolitics of migration, you would probably need to see evidence of broader patterns of organisation and interest at work. That is the task this chapter sets itself. Drawing on current trends, it distils twenty future scenarios to show geopolitical competition.
A horizon-scanning exercise to reveal the patterns of ‘migration geopolitics’

The following horizon-scanning exercise should serve to highlight the connection between the migration crisis and geopolitical manoeuvring across the four layers of the EU’s migration regime. These layers are: first, the EU’s internal regime for free movement and passport-free travel; second, policies pertaining to the EU’s common outer border, including immigration and asylum; third, the EU’s migration-related cooperation with its neighbours and with accession-hopefuls; and, fourth, the EU’s role in the global regulation of migration. The patterns underlying the political scenarios described below can be clearly summarised. When it comes to free movement, European states – particularly the UK and France - are using migration to alter the EU’s political geography; in the EU’s border politics, member states – particularly Germany and the southern EU members - are using their geography to achieve zero-sum political gains; in the neighbourhood, migration is being used in an increasingly violent civilizational competition; and at the global level, migration is being used in a bipolar game of one-upmanship.

It is also worth setting out now what these scenarios do not show: this is not about international anarchy unleashed by economic interdependence. Thus it is not about “Europe under siege” - the idea that the EU is separated from a large, unemployed African population only by the bulwark of the Mediterranean, or that it is exposed to a shrinking but motivated migrant population in the East by a kind of barren Zwischenzone to Russia (as described in Behnke 2012: 112), a space that needs to be filled by buffer states (as in Collinson 1996). Nor is it about the unmediate effect of the EU’s own economic difficulties on its neighbours and their workers, with Europe’s declining level of demand leading to high levels of unemployment in North Africa (on this: Ahmed 2012). Nor is it about the EU as some kind of neoliberal beast plundering its neighbours’ human resources (as in Hansen and Jonsson 2011). And nor is it about pure ‘political demography’, a world in which migration determines politics - where rapid population changes cause social unrest or where a change in a state’s population levels somehow define its relative power.

In short, this is not about migrants running amok. Rather, the below scenarios (which are by no means mutually exclusive) illustrate how various governments and political bodies are using migration to effect changes to the international order:

Free movement: leveraging migration to change Europe’s political geography

→ The UK and Switzerland form an alliance of ‘localists’: both the UK and non-EU member Switzerland are seeking to reform and loosen the EU’s free movement rules on democratic grounds. Local communities never agreed to be exposed to European migration in this way, London and Bern say, and they feel overwhelmed. In July 2014, EU member states turned down Switzerland’s bid to renegotiate its bilateral free movement agreement in the wake of a negative referendum there. Bern reacted with talk of holding a more fundamental referendum in 2016/2017 on the Swiss relationship to the EU (Open Europe 2014). The UK
sided with other member governments against Switzerland in July 2014, although the free movement question is increasingly central to its own attempts to renegotiate its relations to the EU (ahead of a possible in/out membership referendum in 2017). Such actions feed into a broader critique that the UK prefers to leverage the EU’s political gridlock on these matters, rather than dealing with the problem cooperatively (Oltermann 2015).

→ Hungary and the UK leverage the EU’s ‘trapped populations’: when London made the case for restricting free movement in January 2014, it was heavily criticised by the EU’s main sending countries in Central and Eastern Europe. Yet, the two sides actually have similar concerns about free movement, albeit from different angles - significant population loss for one, population gain for the other (Weinar 2014). There have indeed been signs of an alliance between governments of East and West, and between London and Budapest in particular. This alliance would oppose free movement on the grounds that the current regime does not, as advertised, entail short-term mobility back and forth across the EU but leads to permanent mass migration. As such, this coalition would seek to restrict free movement over the heads of the mobile citizens who actually use it. The alliance would thus speak to a new transnational constituency - the so-called ‘trapped population’ – and take a very partial and zero-sum approach to the question of migration.

→ Denmark and the UK form a pro-welfare bloc: in its bid to reform free movement, London has also been reaching out to its free-trade allies in the EU’s North. Like the UK, the Nordics have a pronounced ‘universalistic’ element to their welfare systems. This gives anyone in these countries - on occasion, also illegally - relatively easy access to social benefits, especially when compared to systems that rely more heavily on insurance contributions. The problems could likely be solved through a mix of domestic reform and EU-wide cooperation (APPG 2013; Collier 2014). But again, this new alliance would not grasp that opportunity: welfare reform goes to the heart of national identity. And in order to prevent the French conditioning any reversal in the free movement of labour with a concomitant roll-back in trade and services, it will seek to decouple these elements: rejecting the idea that the ‘four freedoms’ (goods, services, capital, labour) are a package, it will claim that the EU in fact faces a fundamental choice between free trade and the free movement of labour.

→ France and the UK marry protectionism and libertarianism: in a number of member states, libertarian and protectionist agendas are finding common ground in their opposition to free movement. For example the UK Independence Party, Britain’s principal Eurosceptic party, brings together both strands (Snell 2013). UKIP opposes EU free movement on the grounds that it requires the UK to discriminate against migrants from the Commonwealth – a libertarian, globalist message espousing open borders to the rest of the world. But the party is also successfully appealing to voters who want to ‘close the UK’s borders’, against both European migrants and those from the rest of the world. UK officials speculate that there may be common ground between Britain and France, subject to a change of government in Paris. Each would marshal a coalition pursuing restrictive ends but for different reasons – one, the UK, on the basis of the need for openness to global skilled migration, the other, France, due to a dislike of the Polish plumber.
→ **France pushes for a two-tier regime:** the eurozone labour market must be deepened if it is to offset so-called asymmetric economic shocks: the EMU lacks many of the tools necessary to redistribute resources and offset a crisis in one of the members, making it particularly important that workers in hard hit countries be allowed to move to healthier economies. With non-Eurozone members (the UK, Central and Eastern Europe, the Nordics) either ready to roll back free movement, or locked in a battle with the UK about its reform, France may push for the Eurozone alone to deepen the free movement rules. The creation of a European migration fund (for hard-hit local communities in sending and receiving countries) is one idea, the harmonisation of employment laws and social policies another. France, always keen to create a core of EU states if this is what it takes to maintain its social system, may thus leverage the gridlock between non-euro members over east-west migration in the EU to push for eurozone-only cooperation on north-south migration flows (for a historical perspective Ingham 2003).

**The EU’s border: member states leverage geography for political gain**

→ **The EU’s asylum regime splits in two:** the fault-line in EU asylum policy is between a German North and an Italian South. Northern states like Germany are effectively sheltered from the worst of the EU’s refugee and immigration problems by the south. Yet, the division has less to do with proximity to refugee trouble spots than with regulatory traditions. Just like in the Eurozone, this has been distilled into a question of principle - of solidarity and mutual responsibility. Southerners stand accused of squandering northerners’ financial and operational resources with their lax policies, northerners of demanding that southerners implement northern-style policies without sufficient respect for local circumstances (Angenendt and Parkes 2010). Only in this context is geography playing a role: now, southerners complain that they were always conceived as ‘buffer states’ by northern member states, and that they have the right to turn their geography to their benefit. Northerners use their lack of exposure to the MENA region to resist.

→ **The EU’s border regime splits three ways:** in borders policy a tricky eastern dimension creates a three-way split. There too the problem seems at first sight to be simple differences of geography: the EU contains three types of border, each concentrated in a different part of the Union. Western Europe houses the EU’s major air and seaports; Eastern Europe, the principal land borders; Southern Europe, the major sea border. Each is exposed to a different set of problems (in the East, for instance, “strong border controls” are those that permit large volumes of legal traffic – not so in the South), and the EU’s border coordination agency, Frontex, has duly begun differentiating (Frontex 2010). Once again, however, it is primarily issue of regulatory culture. The uncertainty about the dimensions of the refugee crisis in Ukraine makes it hard for states like Poland to side definitively with southern demands for solidarity or northern demands for a strong set of common practices. Northerners and Southerners are leveraging the East’s geography to push it in their direction.

→ **Italy threatens to ‘suspend itself’ from Schengen:** Italy argues that its geography leaves it heavily exposed to Central Mediterranean migration flows (Lampedusa lies south west of
Malta, close to Tunisia) meaning it effectively guards access to Europe’s labour markets and passport-free travel area. When pushing for solidarity from other members, Italy has been ready to resort to brinksmanship, like in the wake of the Arab Spring when it allowed refugees and migrants to move north or more recently with its threats to draw down its own search and rescue exercises in the Med if no help was forthcoming (Traynor and Hooper 2011). Under new EU rules, it is possible to suspend members from Schengen for poor border control. Rome, with its reputation for theatrical politics, might just threaten to ‘suspend itself’ from Schengen, shifting the external border of Schengen northwards and passing migration flows on to its northern neighbours. The threat of a Sangatte-style stand-off at the border to Italy would concentrate minds in Munich, Berlin and Vienna.

→ France and Malta game the system: classified neither as a northern nor a southern member state when it comes to migration, France struggles to impact European immigration policy. The usual link between population size and clout in EU decision-making rules does not apply to this policy field. But if southern states like Italy have been able to use their own physical geography to leverage new settlements, then France has used others’. A member state’s ‘refugee burden’, for example, is usually calculated relative to its per capita population, meaning that countries like Malta are deemed worst hit and enjoy disproportionate political weight. Back in 2008, when France pushed for a new ‘European pact on immigration and asylum’, Malta hinted at blocking it on grounds that its interests were not met. From this stand-off emerged an alliance between France, one of the EU’s Big-3, and the bloc’s smallest member state. This apparently lop-sided alliance again represents an attempt to use geography for political gain, an attempt to reassert Euromed thinking.

→ Germany goes it alone: Germany was always hesitant about an EU regime for legal immigration. Berlin acknowledges that the EU could act as a platform for attracting foreign labour, and it recognises the need to offer legal pathways to the EU as part of the effort to combat irregular immigration. Still, it has never seen legal and illegal immigration as two parts of a complete immigration policy: whilst borders policy pertains to the constitutionalisation of Europe, labour migration pertains to social policy, is a national matter. Thus it sees no contradiction in having deep cooperation on irregular immigration, and almost none on labour migration. Moreover, Germany can now use its size and weight to go it alone: as the OECD’s second most popular migration destination, and one that has managed to source most of its labour needs from within the EU itself (Hurriyet Daily News 2014), Germany does not need a common European policy. If it goes it alone, geography would again be leveraged in pursuit of regulatory principle.

The EU’s region: rival powers use migration for civilizational competition

→ The Western Balkan reform-model collapses: the EU has long been accused of ‘mortgaging’ its internal market, labour market and Schengen area to gain political leverage in its surrounding region: it has given enlargement-candidates such as Serbia early access to the Schengen area in return for domestic reforms. Importantly, Brussels does so with the promise that the Balkan states will one day be able to co-define the free movement regime –
otherwise such reforms would be leveraged undemocratically and by dint of the EU’s greater power. Yet, EU enlargement is now more or less formally frozen for the next five years (EUbusiness 2014). Moreover, the EU might actually suspend the travel agreements with the Western Balkans in the wake of the Syria crisis. If this happens, the reform model will unravel. Forced to praise Serbia’s two-vector model of international relations, balancing East and West, following the debacle of the trade agreement with Ukraine, the EU would have to watch as other Balkan states look East.

→ Turkey hints at unleashing a wave of refugees on the EU: ‘weapons of mass migration’ is the term for the phenomenon (Greenhill 2010): Western countries have spent the past 25 years trying to co-opt smaller, poorer or culturally-distant neighbours into migration control. Sending and transit countries positioned along this kind of arbitrary fault-line (Borg 2014) can thus threaten to unleash a wave of migrants in order to gain political leverage. Gadhafi’s Libya was known to do this, using the threat of migration to even the field in a series of bilateral deals from Rome (Paoletti 2011). More recently, Turkey has been accused of turning a blind eye as people-smugglers organise routes to Europe and of pushing refugees towards the EU. Angry at the EU’s failure to lift visa restrictions for Turkish nationals, and at the pressure to facilitate the expulsion of non-Europeans from the EU; disappointed at the failure of its own Muslim visa-free regime (Devrim and Solar 2010), and bound by international law to recognise only European refugees (Frelick 2002), Ankara may try to leverage the more than 1 million Syrians on its territory.

→ Russia and the MENA states create new ideologies of migration: once upon a time, the EU aspired to create a single zone of mobility stretching throughout the neighbourhood and Russia. This program was being (slowly) rolled out via a series of quid-pro-quo like those used in the Western Balkans - EU liberalisation in return for regulatory change. Russia, however, disliked the idea of acting as a ‘policy-taker’, adopting on EU norms just so that its nationals could leave the country, and MENA states were increasingly frustrated by what they saw as European hypocrisy about the universalism of EU values and norms. Now countries across the region are trying to use mobility to create new forms of order (autocracy or theocracy). Existing border settlements – the Sykes-Picot agreement in the Middle East and the recognition of Ukraine’s borders in the East – are being challenged on the grounds that they are the result of Western manipulation (Gordon 2014). And migrants are becoming less vectors of Western liberalism than of conservatism and revanchism.

→ Europe faces a new form of ‘mixed migration’: ‘mixed migration’ is not a new problem for the EU. The term applies to migration flows that confound the EU’s distinction between forced (political asylum, protection) and voluntary (economically-motivated) migration (UNHCR 2007) – economic migrants try to gain access to the EU by pointing to human rights problems at home for instance, or refugees use irregular modes of accessing the EU associated with economic migrants. But now a new kind of mixed migration flow is predicted, comprising terrorists and radicals. EU officials worry about individuals who are implacably opposed to the EU gaining entry, hidden amongst the economic migrants and refugees. The US had similar fears about immigration from Europe following the attacks in 2001, of course.
But the focus has now shifted from the transatlantic to the neighbourhood. Moreover, mixed migration flows will likely include EU citizens smuggling themselves home after fighting in the Southern Mediterranean or Eastern Ukraine (Holden 2015).

→ *The EU develops a ‘sense of place’*: The EU recently begun a monitoring-exercise for the seas around it, seeking to identify boats carrying irregular migrants. This is the Eurosur project, which combines satellite-data and ship-to-shore tracking with algorithms that predict a boat’s trajectory. Eurosur is a technical project, and yet it comes at a very political juncture: growing anger amongst EU citizens about the EU’s shifting borders; hostility towards Europe’s key long-standing geographical alliance (the North Atlantic Treaty); efforts to encourage a new sense of geographic attachment amongst Europeans.  

EU leaders talk about trying to create a shared “sense of place” amongst EU citizens (Parkes 2013), and Eurosur does indeed assert this kind of political geography. Through technocratic superiority, the mapping-exercise will give EU citizens a sense of territorial ownership in the neighbourhood as well as changing their relationship to those people crossing into the EU (people crossing legally will become consumers of the EU’s mapping information, those illegally, mere objects).

The global level: ‘the West’ is marginalised by ‘the Rest’

→ *The remilitarisation of borders*: The demilitarisation of border control has been a key characteristic of the EU’s model of conflict resolution and political transformation, both at home and abroad. The global trend towards demilitarisation is also an expression of the broader roll out of liberal democracy, because it relates to the state’s monopoly of violence and its readiness to renounce its use in favour of political processes (Giddens 1987; Dandeker 1990). The spread of border demilitarization in Europe and abroad has not, of course, been unidirectional since 1989 and there have been setbacks. Nevertheless, it has progressed sufficiently to permit international trade and (to a lesser extent) migration to occur relatively unimpeded, with global trading routes more or less free from military threat. Until now that is: from Eastern Ukraine to the South China Sea, borders are being remilitarised. This is occurring in a softer form within the EU, with the re-emergence of internal border disputes (Natural Gas Europe 2014; Christou 2010), and the increased presence of the military in EU border-control tasks (Duevell 2012).

→ *The international refugee regime fractures*: The global refugee regime is based on an ideological assumption: all countries are moving towards liberal democracy, but some are moving more quickly than others; it is thus incumbent upon democratic states like those in the EU to offer temporary protection to anyone who suffers in the process. As the spread of liberal democracy slows, however, and political multipolarity deepens, this basic assumption is challenged. The refugee regime could become a playground for ideological battles and regional variation. Indeed, such battles are in UNHCR’s political DNA: it grew up in the context of geopolitical competition between East and West, and was pushed towards a more enlightened path only by the actions of non-aligned countries in Africa and Latin America (these extended the temporal and geographical limits imposed on the refugee regime by the
West and decreed that offering asylum should not be perceived as a hostile act). As ‘history returns’ to world politics a roll-back to that earlier era is altogether thinkable.\textsuperscript{24}

\textbf{→ The messy global noodle bowl.} Of course, this general trend towards the regionalisation of migration flows might seem to be in the EU’s interest: not only would it take some of the pressure off the EU’s external borders, a new regional layer of cooperation might lead to a strengthening of global governance. This, indeed, was one of the rationales behind EU integration: the EU’s template for regional integration and its cooperation with other world regions would encourage others to copy it. Just like EU-style regional trade regimes were supposed to boost the World Trade Organisation (Aggarwal and Fogarty 2004), so EU-style free movement regimes should lead to the creation of a World Migration Organisation.\textsuperscript{25} Yet the EU’s free movement regime may instead spark copy-cat competition amongst other regions and powers, all trying to promote regional free movement for exclusive advantage (for analysis of the regional factors Hansen and Koehler 2010). Just as in trade affairs, where analysts now talk about a messy global ‘noodle bowl’ of regional agreements (Economist 2009), the EU risks triggering fragmentation in the global migration regime.

\textbf{→ Weaponising migration:} The West liberalised trade in part due to its positive relationship to liberal democracy: as their contribution to the economy grew, middle classes would demand greater say over domestic politics, spreading democracy; this would in turn diminish the incidence of war, as formerly autocratic governments now had to take greater care of their population’s wishes. Migration was presented as a complementary part of this trend: the global middle-class would come into contact with liberal western norms and then promote them at home. And yet, the emergence of the global middle-class has become associated with political instability (Lamy 2013), and migration cuts to the heart of those tensions. The emigration of the newly-affluent middle class, for instance, robs a country of precisely those people who would usually push for democratic reform.\textsuperscript{26} Yet, in one aspect at least the theory seems to be proving correct: states seem increasingly reluctant to resort to force. The trouble lies instead in the tendency to ‘weaponise’ trade and migration.\textsuperscript{27}

\textbf{→ Bipolar global tension:} The global migration regime long reflected a Western perception of migration, focusing on incoming flows and typically viewing migrants as poor and helpless. This frustrated countries-of-origin who worried about losing their elites to low-skilled jobs abroad (Docquier and Marfouk 2006). Today, however, the real differences between developed and developing countries are diminishing: not only are the global North and West no longer the poles they once were, global flows are giving way to regional and inter-regional\textsuperscript{28} dynamics. Countries which think of themselves as countries of immigration, are thus more obviously becoming countries of emigration, and their workers are heading to countries that they once considered poor and backward. And yet, the polarisation of the debate is actually worsening: and, as in other fields of world affairs, international institutions are part of the problem. These are felt to privilege Western – principally European – incumbents. Thus ‘the West’ vs. ‘the Rest’ (Huntington 1993) is really an unnecessary battle of incumbents vs. challengers.
Question 2. Is the EU’s migration crisis an example of de-globalisation?

If the EU’s migration crisis isn’t an example of anarchy occasioned by globalisation, therefore, there’s a second possibility: this is an example of de-globalisation, a sign of the general re-emergence of national barriers and state prerogatives. World history has after all been written as a series of economic tides, with globalisation driven forward by a lowering of communication and transport costs and driven back again by hostility to the uneven social and economic effects unleashed. The recent de-globalisation of trade and capital flows is well documented (for a memorable assessment: Mason 2014). Migration, as just another form of factor mobility in the world economy (indeed, a rather niche one with only 3% of the world’s population actually living outside its country of birth) may seem less problematic than goods and capital given that it does not create acute bonds of supply-and-demand between states. Yet, global migration as a form of factor mobility has proved particularly hard for classic nation-states like the EU-28 to regulate, and it begs the question whether this gives the EU an incentive to de-globalise it.

How ‘migration geopolitics’ echoes trade de-globalisation

Many current geopolitical tensions can be put down to the way that trade and capital flows are being forcibly de-globalised. The victors of 1989 – the North Americans, West Europeans, Japanese - find themselves dependent on rougher states who feel that they have either lost out in the process of globalisation (Russia) or have benefited and wish a greater say over the rules (China). These states are prepared to leverage the West’s need for capital, resources and markets in return for gains of status, either by embracing the role of puissance pauvre and taking a financial hit (Russia) or by exploiting the West’s need to expand the cake (China). And yet this particular dynamic clearly doesn’t pertain to migration. The West is not exactly dependent on other states for labour – indeed states like Japan have reduced any dependence by trying to raise native birth rates, better training the domestic workforce, improving the labour market integration native workers and automating labour – not to mention helping businesses outsource low-skilled work that might be covered by immigrants (Kashiwazaki and Akaha 2006).

And yet, the effects of economic de-globalisation are clearly making themselves felt in a number of the EU’s more progressive migration policies. The principle of encouraging migrants to adopt multiple identities is one example. This approach was pursued by the EU as part of an effort to blur the identity politics that got in the way of economic gain. Workers from other parts of the EU were described as ‘European citizens’, and workers from outside the EU as citizens both of Europe and their home country. EU governments which had tried to stamp out the notion of dual citizenship as late as the 1980s as a threat to state-based order, suddenly tried to turn it into the international norm: as economic interdependence grew and the threat of conflict receded, national loyalties seemed less relevant. As the threat of conflict now returns to international affairs, however, the EU’s post-nationalism is seen as a source of instability within the international order (although, for a more optimistic
assessment: Duevell 2014). EU members themselves are now unwilling to ‘share’ their population, and instead pursue an aggressive national citizenship and diaspora policy.

The current debate about EU refugee policy is another example, albeit illustrating a slightly different dynamic – the EU aggressively defending its post-national policies if this brings it some kind of geopolitical gain. The European refugee regime rests on a set of Republican principles that trump the self-interest of the domestic majority (Lavenex and Wagner 2007). This post-national straightjacket was sustained after 1989, even in the face of so-called welfare nationalism (Karolewski and Suszycki 2013), by an understanding that the EU’s economic advantages came with certain duties attached. But as those economic advantages diminish, EU foreign policy strategists defend the bloc’s attempts at liberal refugee policy with a different, harder logic. Throughout 2014, there were discussions about whether to introduce travel sanctions against Russian officials to match the trade sanctions. But some strategists argued for the reverse – for asylum liberalisation: the EU should create channels for Russian officials to reach the West and claim political asylum. It was a return to the Cold War logic of using asylum to score ideological points against rivals.33

So is it Russia or China or some other illiberal world power that is driving the process of de-globalisation in this field, gambling away the long years of cooperation? No: it’s the Europeans themselves. The European Union, apparently exhausted by the demands of migration globalisation would be quite happy to pull up the drawbridge and go into quiet retirement. And, whilst other countries – Russia, Turkey – certainly seem ready to exploit this weakness and to compete with Europe over the conceptualisation and control of migration, it is the EU-28’s own fragility which is at the heart of this competition. The EU has opened itself up to large-scale migration flows and now finds itself unable to maintain representative democracy. The EU-28’s attempt to embrace global migration flows without properly liberalising their citizenship laws or modernising welfare rules has invited nationalism and essentialism (the idea that boundaries between nations and cultures are immutable) into European societies, and encouraged zero-sum international politics.

**How migration was related to the globalisation of trade**

Until recently, globalisation was felt to have imposed a happy political economy on the West thanks largely to the beneficial effects of trade liberalisation: global trade was seen to promote economic growth even between unequal economies, and to expand the world’s middle class and reduce instances of armed conflict. Above all, trade was seen as conducive to the spread of representative democracy and international cooperation (Ikenberry 1999). As such, it simply fell to the EU to adapt itself to a friendly order. The heavily armed European ‘garrison states’ of the Cold War were thus encouraged to become (more vulnerable) ‘trading states’ and ‘virtual states’: they should restructure so as to embrace the international flow of services, capital and goods (Rosecrance 1999). Europe duly embraced the ‘challenge to the Nation State’ (see the debate in Joppke 1999). Yet, the EU’s effort to become a ‘migration state’, one able to embrace cross-border labour, has been more strenuous (Hollifield 2004).
arguably results from the fact that trade and migration impose slightly different political economies.

The political economy imposed by international labour mobility and trade since the end of the Cold War can perhaps be boiled down to the following principles:

→ **Migration and trade are both global.** The end of the Cold War introduced a scalar shift in trade and migration. Trade and migration flows were previously bound by competing political economies, colonial and post-colonial ties, as well as more parochial factors such as language and culture. The development of new channels of communication and transport since 1989 has changed that. Manufacturers and workers have increasingly gained a ‘globalised mindset’ on the basis of a common consumerist outlook, as well as linguistic and cultural homogenisation.

→ **Migration and trade are both inter-national.** Migration and trade support the global state-based order. Trade relations are based on a country’s ‘comparative advantage’, leading to mutual economic gains on the basis of reciprocity, non-discrimination (Hansen and Koehler 2010). Migration is based on a country’s ‘absolute advantage’, with high-wage states holding the advantage, and sending countries gaining from the political incorporation of their nationals there (Brzezinski 1997). In this way, the prime site for regulating trade and migration is inter-state cooperation.

→ **Migration and trade are equivalent.** Migration and trade are both forms of factor mobility. Both are thus determined by economic push factors in the sending countries and pull factors in the receiving – as well as by the level of ‘transaction costs’ involved in getting from A to B (for instance the ease of transport). Moreover, both forms of factor mobility have the same effect: they serve to equalize international disparities in wage levels and welfare spending. For the West, this means that large-scale high-wage industries (in the case of trade) or workers (in the case of immigration) have to compete or die (Wellisch and Walz 1998; Hollifield 2012).

→ **Migration and trade are substitutable.** States don’t have to accept both trade and migration if they don’t wish to. Since both forms of factor mobility have the same effect, states can select one to promote. This is always likely to be trade, not least because an increase in trade diminishes the pressure to migrate. By reducing international wage differentials, the push and pull factors for migration diminish. Since it can be assumed that most individuals prefer to stay close to home, this is one reason why trade liberalisation should be considered a global good (Hoppe 1998).

→ **Trade is preferable to migration.** Trade is more conducive to international stability than migration. In trade, for instance, it’s easy for states to match supply to demand, simply increasing or reducing the production of goods; in migration, by contrast, we are dealing with relatively finite stocks (of human resources) leading to concerns about population loss and brain drain. Trade can also be easily regulated at a global level (in the World Trade
Organisation), whereas migration falls into intrusive employment law (Winters et al 2003). But most importantly, trade is conducive to representative democracy whereas migration – which involves population flows – poses a challenge (Greenaway and Nelson 2004).

**How the EU de-globalises migration**

Europeans have failed to cope with this global political economy of migration. They are now criticised for turning their apparently strong hand – their ‘absolute advantage’ in international negotiations on control and liberalisation - into a weak one. They have mismanaged the happy connection between trade and migration, taking on far more immigration than they needed, antagonising sending countries and leading to the emergence of a transnational mobile population that owes no allegiance to the current territorial order (Caldwell 2009). Worst of all, Europeans have broken the mutually-reinforcing link between globalisation and the spread of liberal democracy: as classic nation-states, the EU-28 have struggled to incorporate immigrants in the same way as do, say, the US and Australia. Europeans have attempted large-scale immigration without recognising the inherent challenge to representative democracy (Corfe 2014) and without even bothering to alter their citizenship laws or modernise their welfare systems.

The EU-28’s attempt to take on immigration without giving immigrants proper access to representative democracy gives a zero-sum flavour to international relations. The sending countries are the first to lose out. They have typically come round to the idea of their nationals gaining citizenship elsewhere. In the case of migration to the US, it strengthens their international standing (their nationals gain citizenship in a world power with a tradition of diaspora lobbying). For another thing, sending countries have come to recognise that they don’t ‘lose’ nationals when these gain citizenship in another country – just the reverse in fact. If migrants gain a secure status in a receiving country, then it is easier for them to find work there, to come and go, and to return to their country of origin for extended periods without losing re-entry rights. This created mutual gains between migrants and their sending and receiving countries: mobile workers can accrue knowledge and capital in the host country which they invest back home (McKenzie and Gibson 2010).

The receiving country also loses out if immigrants have no vote. This is because its political parties have no incentive to reach out to the newcomers, leading to political gridlock (Downs 2011). Representative democracy, by definition, cannot function if large sections of the population are rendered invisible in this way. It is not just the ‘invisible immigrants’ that potentially lose out. Immigration creates political facts for the native population too. It exacerbates the cracks in national cohesion - between genders, generations, classes and between rural and urban populations - along the frontiers of cosmopolitanism. Immigrants are thus ideological vectors who can alter and deepen left-right tensions in European economies. The effect is to create a greater distance between governments and voters. It also leads to a split between socially-marginalised individuals who rely on the state and are the main clients of mass political parties, and more go-getting individuals pushing for modernisation.
This has the effect of disempowering voters in sending and receiving countries, thus reducing scope for international cooperation. It also leads to the crystallisation of a powerful third constituency: an individualistic class of mobile workers. This is the age-old problem of mob rule, the empowerment of the mobile at the cost of territorial order (Cresswell 2006). In discussions about ‘factor mobility’, migrants have of course long been recognised as trickier to handle than goods and capital because of the assumption that they tend to demand the vote (Hatton 2007). Yet, the real difficulty may be the reverse: the trouble is when they don’t demand a vote. When migrants move countries, this is an act of political self-empowerment outside the realms of representative democracy. It involves ‘voting with your feet’, ‘exit and voice’, and choosing your own from geography and history. The EU’s general failure to incorporate migrants – and its preference for instead dabbling in clever identity politics - merely legitimates the existence of an up-rooted international grouping which owes little allegiance either to its host country or its country of origin.

**Question 3. Did the EU have a choice about migration globalisation?**

All this raises a more fundamental question: why the EU ever embraced globalisation. After all, globalisation entailed global economic liberalisation coupled with classic representative democracy, whereas the EU’s own brand of political economy has usually been for regionalism coupled with constitutional innovation. The obvious answer of course is that it had no choice: the economic forces unleashed by the end of the Cold War overwhelmed the EU, and it is only now that those forces recede that the bloc can think about asserting its own model (only this time, probably, with a self-defeating new recipe of protectionism plus reactionism). Yet, this presumption of economic determinism inevitably ignores the importance of political choice. ‘Globalisation’ in its current form can be seen as no more than a politically-constructed geospatial order. Nothing obliged the EU to sign up for this particular political economy beyond its own lack of political imagination.  

**Political choice not economic diktat – the example of East-West migration in the EU**

Politicians and commentators across the EU, and particularly in the UK and Eastern Europe, have apparently accepted the idea that migration is determined by the laws of global economics rather than political choice (Bennett 2014). But it’s hard to see why. Take the problems of East-West, of Polish-British, migration within the EU. If Polish workers are being transformed from political subjects – and cultural kin (Collier 2014) - into mere economic objects in the UK this is not because of economic forces. It is politics – politics, indeed, that is squandering the sizeable economic benefits of migration to the UK and pushing up its long-term costs: thanks to a failure of cooperation between Warsaw and London, Polish workers, often highly-educated, are being funnelled into low-paid work, leading to a growth of menial sector that contributes little to the economy besides creating more jobs for immigrants (Parkes and Gastinger 2008). For their part, Polish workers are prepared to accept this treatment for reasons besides the wage disparity between Lodz and Luton (Iglicka 2010).
Both Warsaw and London have apparently failed to understand this. They look at the current economic fundamentals and assume that the EU’s free movement regime can only lead to mass, permanent migration. London assumes Polish immigrants, given the comparatively low wages in their homeland, are low-skilled and possibly benefit tourists who will come en masse. It thus sees no sense in investing in language training or skills recognition for the newcomers, because these immigrants are presumably only fit for low-wage work. Warsaw meanwhile looks at the economic fundamentals and sees only the prospect of significant population loss as workers chase wages. As such, the government does not prepare Polish citizens for a mobile life. Thus, instead of returning home, its workers end up lodged in low-wage work in the UK, leading to a sense of estrangement with the government in Warsaw. In short, Warsaw and London’s readiness to capitulate to the economic data makes their prophecies about the laws of economics self-fulfilling.

It’s not by chance, moreover, that Poland and the UK have been at the forefront of Europe’s embrace of US-led globalisation. In 2004, the UK chose not to take advantage of a transitional period of border control after Poland’s EU accession, thus passing on the available option of labour market restrictions until EU funding had properly stimulated the Polish economy, instead opening its borders to the East and the world. The Polish government also pushed hard for the lifting of EU and broader international labour market restrictions despite fears of mass emigration and the exploitation of its citizens. But perhaps more interesting than the way these two countries complied with the above laws of the global political economy was the way they actually diverged from it. Poland, for instance, has resisted the move to an economic model in which emigration fuels higher wages, clinging instead to a low-wage model of competitiveness. The UK eschewed the opportunity to use trade flows as a means of substituting for migration.

So it really is politics, not global economic determinism, which is at work here. And decision-making in the EU – whether at the national or European level – has failed to cope with the political choices inherent in coping with the post-Cold War world. Indeed, we can say that, since 1989, the EU has failed at ‘spatial politics’ (Lebel et al. 2005; Dyer-Witheford and de Peuter 2009): ‘globalisation’ is just another spatial order, a political narrative that melds time and space according to a specific set of preferences. And given the circumstances of its emergence, it’s no surprise to find that it reflects certain US norms and exceptions. It was shown above, for instance, that the US feels in principle able to maintain classic representative democracy in the face of immigration because sending countries are grateful for the access this gives them to Washington’s pluralist politics. But the more interesting point is that the US has not really made use of this advantage, focusing principally on restricting immigration. ‘Globalisation’ didn’t entail a wholesale ‘flattening’ of world geography. The US may have tried to shrink trade links, but it also sought to maintain a physical distance between its own and other peoples.
The spatial politics of migration and trade

As we have seen, the political economy of globalisation has rested on two pillars – ‘global trade liberalisation + national representative democracy’. Numerous academic works have served to paint these pillars as the logical result of the end of Cold War hostilities, and as mutually producing. These are, in other words, shown to be the inevitable units of a global order. But it should also be acknowledged that for a state like the US which was seeking to establish its global influence, trade and representative democracy are the logical units of choice – perhaps the only combination that might justify global reach whilst still securing classic sovereignty (for a flavour of this: Baker 2007). Labour mobility challenges this ordering. Migration is not properly global in its logic, and tends to be more driven by parochial regional, cultural and kinship ties than is trade. The flow of persons between countries also triggers changes to classic forms of democracy, demanding a flattening of hierarchies and de-centralisation of power, as well as requiring more intrusive supranational cooperation.

In order to press human mobility into a more amenable form, the conception of international migration that has emerged since 1989 has thus rested on some somewhat questionable assumptions. This can be shown easily enough in the selective way that migration was coupled to trade in the globalised system. Specifically, migration has been presented as equivalent to trade insofar as it establishes a global territorial scale (both trade and migration are shown to be global in nature and as incorporating an economic logic that crosses borders regardless of cultural barriers); but migration is presented as inferior to trade as soon as it threatens to undermine the chosen unit of governing that territory (the cohesive nation-state). The political choices behind this global order emerge readily enough from a critical re-evaluation of the assumptions set out in the previous section:

Is migration really global? The end of the Cold War clearly changed the dimensions of migration. Nonetheless, it is worth noting that global migration flows even to the US have been comparatively limited. Indeed, the highest pressure has been inter-regional, in the US’s case at the border between Northern and Hispanic America – this, despite the fact that the US pursued the NAFTA trade deal partly as a means of stemming migration (Demeny and MacNicoll 2006). The pressure on its southern border gives the US an incentive to downplay the legitimacy of inter-regional migration.

Is migration really inter-national? It’s no surprise that migration is often portrayed as occurring only between states. That is where high-profile tensions play out in arguments about border crossings or brain drain. But this ignores the real experience of migrants themselves. Their movements will often ‘scale up’ over the years, a pattern that sometimes unfolds over generations – first there’s the move from countryside to city, then within a country, then within a world region, and then finally they make a move between world regions.
**Are migration and trade really equivalent?** Trade and migration can have equivalent effect, but this stretches far beyond the harsh ‘compete or die’ wage effect outlined above. Both forms of factor mobility might, for instance, also be used for productivity gains. These are achieved by ensuring workers are properly motivated. Thus immigration helps native workers step out of menial work; and their own migration takes them to places that offer the infrastructure to do what they are good at; and, when they are settled in jobs they like, trade can be used to provide new markets to sustain their employment.

**Are migration and trade really substitutable?** Not in the sense that trade replaces migration by increasing wages in developing countries – just the reverse in fact. If a state boosts foreign trade with a developing country, it may actually increase the incidence of migration. This is because of the so-called ‘migration hump’, whereby workers in middle-income, developing countries become more mobile as become wealthier. Workers in the poorest countries tend, by contrast, to be rural and they lack the funds for travel (not to mention the ‘globalised’ mind-set). They travel only when trade has reduced wage differentials.

**Is trade really more desirable than migration?** The answer is probably one of degrees. With their proposed transatlantic trade deal the EU and US are accused of scraping the barrel for contestable gains, and at the possible expense of global cooperation. That assessment of TTIP may be rather drastic (House of Lords 2014), but “[i]f international policymakers were really interested in maximising worldwide efficiency, they would spend little of their energies on a new trade round or on the international financial architecture. They would all be busy at work liberalising immigration restrictions” (Rodrick 2012).

If it is indeed the case that the US has tried to assert its choice of geospatial order, one of global scale but national units, then Washington has had to overcome some serious conceptual contradictions. Most notably, it has had to stand by the principle that migrants have a right to global travel whilst maintaining tight control of its own borders. Key to this balancing act has been the US’s reputation as a ‘country of immigrants’ (Ozimek 2012). The US (along with Australia, New Zealand and Canada) has underlined the fact that it was built by immigrants, presenting itself as the natural home of global immigration even as it has hardened restrictions. The implicit (and unfavourable) point of comparison is of course to European nation-states with their apparently fixed national identities. And EU states have unwittingly played along. They have, for instance, ignored their own citizens’ history of mobility despite the fact that the emigration of their populations was the logical corollary to the settler states’ emergence (Favell 2009: 168).

Moreover, it’s not just its history that the EU neglected, but its geography too. The EU overlooked the isolated reality of North American and Oceanic geography, although that geography not only explains the US’s or Australia’s settler history but also helps explain these countries aspiration to control migration and to maintain classic representative democracy. Insofar as the EU has employed a model tailored to its own history and its own exposed, regional geography, then it has often been in pursuit of an all-too familiar template – statecraft (on this: Borg forthcoming 2015). The Schengen Area, the free movement of persons, the
common border regime, the creation of ‘European citizens’, the attempt at representative democracy in the European Parliament – these all show how the EU is creating the national state on a larger, regional scale fit for the global era. In other words, the EU has often used its supposedly trailblazing recipe of regionalism plus constitutional innovation simply to copy others’ recipe of global scale plus representative democracy.

**Question 4. Does the EU have a model of its own to promote?**

Of course, if the EU has indeed accepted a global ordering that did not suit it, it has only itself to blame. In 1989, there was speculation that this would soon be ‘Europe’s world’: after a peak in US influence, greater responsibility would pass to world regions, and it would be the EU which stepped in to provide a possible template for managing it. Today, the first part of that prediction seems to be coming true – world order is giving way to multipolarity. The second part, less so: rather than providing a template for the management of regional tensions, the EU’s impulse is to deepen transatlantic ties and to pass the lead to Washington. From the Brussels perspective, the EU has no choice: organisations like NATO were established to cement American supremacy in Europe, and Washington cannot now use them to browbeat Europeans. From Washington’s perspective, this may be expedient in the short-term, but it doesn’t make for a sustainable order (Biscop 2015). It begs the question: does the EU at least have the basis to offer something constructive of its own?

**Why the EU remains trapped in the past**

From today’s perspective, it certainly seems that if the EU had only stood on its usual two legs – its usual recipe of regionalism and constitutional innovation - it might now be placed at the forefront of global trends. With US-led globalisation in decline as a geospatial order, and with an apparent shift towards multipolarity well under way (Petito 2012; Langenhove 2010), the world is open to innovative, new, EU-sized units of governance. Regionalism is looked upon as a potentially welcome form of cooperation between the national and global levels. And yet, other world regions – ASEAN, MERCOSUR, ECOWAS, even Moscow’s Eurasian Economic Union – will look to the EU in vain for clues as to how this regionalism might look, unless of course they too wish to embark on a course of supranational state-building. Tellingly, indeed, the EU’s has actually taken multipolarity as grounds to drop its traditional inter-regionalism in favour of deeper supranational state-building and ‘peer-to-peer’ relations with regional hegemons like China. No wonder the global competition for new geospatial order is so turbulent.

But in reality this apparent supranational state-building – the acceptance of the drive for globalism and classic representative democracy - only captures part of the EU’s response to the post-1989 world order. The EU is today both far more and far less than a rescaled nation-state: instead of classic external borders and political hierarchy, the EU has pictured itself as a ‘raindrop’: in a flat and fluid global economy, it rippled outwards in that familiar series of concentric circles – European internal market, border regime, neighbourhood, world politics. This has, moreover, been in pursuit of its own relatively distinct local approach to ‘managing
globalisation’ (Abdelal and Meunier), an approach which in 2000 crystallised in the so-called Lisbon Strategy. This approach was namely to establish the EU as a ‘knowledge-based economy’ which carefully embraced the new forms of communication that had emerged after the end of the Cold War so as to reinvigorate its economy and its democratic practices, and to thereby assert its own traditional social model and norm-setting ability.\(^{57}\)

To understand how this complicated and multi-layered model emerged, and why it has now come unstuck, it is necessary to understand the EU’s own internal spatial politics - because rather than embodying a brand of regional order \textit{per se}, the EU has actually been the medium for at least three competing visions of time and space, each of which play out strongly in migration policy.\(^{58}\) These are: France’s idea of the EU as a Hegelian Euromed empire (a vision of European integration which accounts for the emphasis on a European social model and a suspicion of US influence); Germany’s idea of the EU as a Kantian union of European states (which largely accounts for the state-building elements, but also for the EU’s novel modes of norm-spreading); and Britain’s idea of the EU as a Burkan Western bloc (which has led to the attempted embrace of global economic flows). As ‘globalisation’ breaks down as a spatial order, and competition breaks out to replace it, these three conceptions continue to provide the contours of the EU’s response:

→ \textit{France’s Euromed empire} was a response to the country’s security situation in 1945: France felt squeezed between two increasingly antagonistic ‘empires’, each boasting strong military power, global ambition, and a universal idea. The defeat of Germany by Soviet-Slavic and Anglo-American empires, had showed Paris that the nation-state as an entity was now consigned to history. One idea in Paris, therefore, was to establish the EU as a rival empire.\(^{59}\) This Euromed empire would combine France, Italy, Spain and Portugal to embody civilization and \textit{savoir vivre} (for critical analysis Kletzer 2006). In this context, Paris’ vision of migration was primarily geopolitical: migration was about population management (Maas 2007: 61). More important than this though, the citizens of the Euromed empire were supposed to embody an idea of \textit{savoir vivre}, and immobile, rooted citizens might actually be the best ideological vectors.\(^{60}\) Yet, it soon became clear that France could not play off East and West in this way without exposing itself to a more traditional problem – Germany and German nationalism. France needed to involve its neighbour.

→ Whereas France’s ‘empire’ involved a tightknit group of states forcing a universal way of life onto others, \textit{Germany’s European union} was about a region naturally cohering around innate European constitutional principles. This union was to be the first conglomeration of states founded ‘not on hegemony but law’ (Borchardt 2010). Unification entailed the establishment of a European court, parliament, constitution, but also territorial expansion particularly across the Iron Curtain.\(^{61}\) Europe’s border policy was thus about demarcating a Europe that was not yet whole. Borders should either be fixed where Europe had reached its limits or shift to permit its further unification (on the Kantian notion of free movement Hoogenboom 2014). Travel in the EU was a right of citizenship\(^{62}\), but it had to remain available to nationals of European states that had not yet joined. And yet, this vision also had a birth defect: if Germany was the only one able to discern or embrace these constitutional
principles, the EU would simply constitutionalise German hegemony. Germany needed the legitimacy of the master institution-builder, Britain.

Resolutely non-ideological, Britain’s Western bloc was everything that the top-down ideas from Bonn and Paris were not (on the roots of this: Vincent 1984). European integration would be driven bottom-up by social and economic forces gradually unleashed by the US’s economic dominance. Britain’s own engagement with Europe became possible only as the influence of the Anglosphere family spread and free market ideas took root on the Continent (on this modern incarnation of Burkanen thought: Raeder 1997; Gray 2013). Migration was viewed primarily in a liberal perspective, as a vector of a free market, encouraging competition amongst European governments to create a low-tax, employment-friendly regime. Trade was the priority, however, and London recognised migration as an equivalent ‘freedom’ principally so as to ratchet progress in the various fields. But the problem with this conception of European integration as bottom-up and non-ideological was of course that it was neither of those things. It shifted political control from local communities in the UK to businesses and across the Atlantic to Washington, and it tied the supposedly pragmatic EU to a deeply ideological ‘West’.

These three competing visions not only explain the EU’s attempt to mix representative democracy with globalism, but also the pattern of current tensions around migration outlined in the horizon-scanning exercise above. In the internal market, France is trying to establish the EU along the political and geographic lines of its Euromed empire, exploiting the UK’s ongoing struggle to reconcile localism with US-led economic globalisation. In the EU’s border regime there is Germany’s attempt to impose Kantian order as it uses the leverage of the EU enlargement process (in the Western Balkans, Turkey) and of Schengen enlargement (clashes with Italy’s, France’s or Malta’s regulatory regimes) to help ‘reunify’ Europe around a set of shared norms. There is the civilizational competition in the southern and eastern neighbourhoods, which reacts at least in part to Germany’s hegemonic re-bordering of Europe and its interaction with chauvinistic French ideology. And at the global level, the EU finds itself joined in an unnecessary bipolar confrontation – the West versus the Rest – in part as a hangover from British Cold War policy and a rather outmoded idea of Transatlantic kinship.

The situation looks drastic, but in one sense at least it gives a reassuring sign of the EU’s continued power: the emerging geopolitics of migration can, after all, still be classified according to the four layers of EU order and, insofar as these layers have rolled back, it is only to reveal older and deeper forms of European power. This suggests that the EU retains some global influence, albeit often expressed in a negative manner and only thanks to its largest member states. What we have yet to see is the serious influence of outside powers on the internal regulation of the EU itself, besides that which the EU itself has readily embraced. But events such as the January 2015 Charlie Hebdo massacre in Paris show how easily this might occur. And as the EU’s ability to adopt a convincing vision of the future diminishes, traditional partners are increasingly revisiting old political battles lost and finding evidence only of unfair coercion. The European Union clearly needs to think about what form of spatial
order it wishes to assert, and how it wishes to mobilise the necessary resources – both internal and cooperative.

It’s in that context that these three peculiar visions for melding time and space could usefully be rescaled for the multipolar age. At present, the EU is locked in three competing geographies - partly in a German regional geography, partly in a French Mediterranean geography, partly in a British Transatlantic geography. If, by contrast, the EU wants a set of guiding principles that both resonate with its population and internationally, then it could usefully map these agendas onto its common geography:

→ apply a little of France’s Hegelian universalism when it comes to global governance;
→ apply Germany’s cosmopolitan Kantianism more to the EU’s inter-regional relations;
→ and above all, apply Britain’s bottom-up Burkeanism to the EU’s internal affairs.

Write your own EU migration guidelines

And so back across time and space again to Brussels and that June 2014 Summit where EU leaders ducked public pressure to face up to Europe’s migration crisis. It might now seem obvious that the European Council should have struggled to produce a plan on the matter. Summits, almost by definition, are top-down. Leaders struggle to imagine measures to leverage migration from the bottom up: they are too out of touch with developments on the ground to exploit the economic, cultural, diplomatic and political power associated with human movement.

And yet, a different and more hopeful reading is also possible. Last year, everyone was talking about the world-wide ‘return of classic geopolitics’ not least in migration affairs, and lamenting the EU’s lack of prowess at playing the game. But if the EU is indeed bad at classic geopolitics, it’s probably because its own brand of geospatial management has tried to disperse political power down and outwards, rather than focusing it at the top and the centre as in China or Russia. So if the summit failed to enter this brutish global competition over migration, it may well be because the EU’s structures keep its leaders well grounded, despite themselves.

Should EU leaders be able to resist the temptation to engage in classic geopolitics just a little longer, and if they would prefer instead to expand the scope for international political choice, here’s the kind of migration programme they might still write. Rather than running away from the popular hostility to migration, this programme would openly acknowledge it – and it would also acknowledge that this hostility comes down to political failure.

To do so, they would have to go back to 2000 when leaders laid out their plans for a knowledge-based economy. This was an attempt to further flatten Europe’s political hierarchies to deal with cross-border communication and globalisation. But in the way they pursued it, this approach actually ended up centralising politics, marginalising parts of Europe’s economy and excluding migrants. Instead of trying to replicate national representative democracy, the EU could exploit new technologies to create a form of
collaborative democracy, based on practical problem-solving rather than citizenship laws and delegated authority.

This would be the first, and also the last, “Brussels 12-point plan”:

1. Back in 2000, we undertook to transform the EU’s political economy, vying to turn the EU into the world’s most competitive knowledge-based democracy. In the years since, we have therefore boosted the economy through support for training and innovation, thereby increasing the EU’s stock of highly-educated citizens and encouraging the immigration of high-skilled workers. We have also made political reforms in fields from defence to energy, hoping to make our handling of these issues ‘intelligent’ and ‘smart’ and to ensure that the EU’s rules become the global gold standard. But if we are now, in 2015, having to revisit that approach it is because it has not brought the economic or political dividend we expected: we had hoped that we were reinvigorating our democracy and our welfare systems – the reverse has occurred.

2. A knowledge-based economy was to serve two roles. The first was to embrace globalization without sacrificing Europe’s social model and its cohesion. Global economic competition, and improved global transport links, were challenging our old industries of scale. Europe’s high-wage economy was delivering only high unemployment. Moreover, a hostile new global economic model was emerging. It offered high employment, but with low wages and welfare. Our goal was to prevent a race to the bottom and to encourage our global competitors to aspire to a different way of life, a way of life that offered both high wages and high employment. By investing in education and innovation, we aimed to preserve Europe’s viability in the high-end sector, both maintaining wage levels and preventing wholesale offshoring to cheaper locations.

3. The investment in knowledge aimed, secondly, to revitalise our political system: just as we recognised that embracing new forms of cross-border communications would be more fruitful for the European economy than protectionism, so too we believed that it would benefit our democracy and capacity to spread our norms. European politicians would be subject to new forms of scrutiny and new voices. Cable television, international media, the internet - these would provide new cross-national space for discussion, consultation, accountability. The various national democracies in the EU would be adapted to the reality of voters who were economically and geographically mobile, and the European Parliament would emerge as the true representative forum of the EU’s demos.

4. There have certainly been some successes. The EU achieved the transition to becoming a services economy, with high wages and employment in certain sectors such as the finance industry in our major cities. Moreover, social media has become a vibrant forum for testing political opinion. But we have neglected the truly knowledge-intensive task of modernising our industries, peripheral economies, our agriculture and fisheries. And the introduction to our democracy of new technologies, actually seems to have narrowed down the kind of people involved in politics – typically those with the skills and levels of articulacy required to
broadcast on mass media. Across the EU, therefore, the most highly-educated 30% of the population now governs over the remaining 70%. The centralization of power around economic and political elites is the reality of our knowledge-based system, at least in its current form.

5. The EU has been a significant factor in this centralisation of power. The EU’s brand of politics has seen power shift to Brussels, and the scope of its authority shrink. The EU was actually founded with the goal to decentralise. After the horrors of the Second World War, Europeans wanted to anchor power at the local level and in the peripheries. But integration also means shrinking the distances between us - bringing communities together politically and economically – and this has meant centralisation. This wasn’t inevitable. Instead of exploring new means of flattening political hierarchies and redistributing power, too often we have simply replicated national-level structures in Brussels. The result: popular concern about a distant European technocratic and business elite who lacks responsiveness or sympathy for everyday problems.

6. The outcome of the European elections in May 2014 was an apt verdict on our misreading of voters’ wishes. It’s always this way: the greater the distance between government and voters, the greater the mismatch on burning issues – immigration, asylum, climate change, international development. Governments aren’t too bad at guessing the preferences of voters on traditional left-right matters (such as national income redistribution). But on new issues of solidarity and cohesion in an international context we struggle. And when we are ignorant of the goals, aspirations and desires of voters, we cannot be properly representative. This creates a risk of a resurgence of precisely those things the EU was supposed to end - nationalism, racism and of course the kind of geopolitical thinking that comes when power is too distant and centralised.

7. No wonder immigration is such a flashpoint. Since 2000, European citizens have migrated across the EU in ever greater numbers; they have been asked to welcome newcomers from outside the Union; and they are themselves increasingly exploring opportunities outside the EU - indeed many of our newer citizens, foreign workers who gained citizenship in one of the member states, now appear to be returning to their home regions. Clearly, this mobility poses a challenge to old national loyalties and ties. If we can’t create a political system that gives voice to all sections of society, we are missing out on precisely those discussions where practical daily solutions emerge. The everyday problems of citizens living alongside a mobile and foreign population are not properly recognised; and migrants’ own experiences are sidelined.

8. Just as in 2000, then, Europe is facing a stark choice: either we remain open to global interdependence in pursuit of economic gain, or we reintroduce borders to save our way of life. The second option would seem the more honest: the public debate suggests that liberalisation has gone far enough. But of course things are not that simple: if we reject liberalization, we are cutting down our own freedoms. The failure to, say, welcome immigrants from outside Europe would considerably dent the willingness of other world
regions to accept our citizens. Even those skeptical about the EU would agree that a right to emigrate from it should be protected in Europe. And, given that it is not immigration but emigration that actually depresses Europe’s wage rates, surely we need to remain open to immigration too.

10. So, just like in 2000, the choice really has to be in favour of embracing liberalization, and in such a way that sustains our way of life. But can we put in place the right political and economic system this time? The material gains of liberalisation have been considerable, and there are more on offer - indeed, the benefits even of a small restructuring of global migration are estimated to dwarf full trade liberalisation. However, such gains have come at the expense of a feeling of disempowerment. Trade and migration have become associated with the enrichment of the few and competition for the many. Migration and trade instead need to be directed instead at a simple task – empowering people. The EU, with its heavy investment in knowledge, possesses a highly-educated population; it has the space to help Europeans and newcomers move freely to the spots where they can use those skills; and it has the technical wherewithal to help them find foreign markets to sustain themselves and their businesses.

11. That is the task ahead of us. However this kind of ‘smart’ liberalization of the economy cannot occur technocratically. It requires a political and economic system genuinely responsive to the needs and limits of society:

→ In terms of economic policy, this means pursuing trade and migration for reasons of economic wellbeing. No longer should liberalisation be associated with forced competitiveness, nor should migration and trade be seen as substitutes for one another. We should encourage people to seek out meaningful work, making regional mobility part of their basic education, a recognised qualification in workers’ skills set. For those people for whom moving between sectors and countries is no option, we must use trade to help them find the foreign markets necessary to sustain their business. That pertains to traditional industries, particularly in Europe’s peripheries. Trade should not force states to ‘compete or die’, it should involve a search for markets and niches that sustain innovative European business. If we focus on improving citizens’ motivation, the productivity gains could be huge.

→ As regards our constitutional policy, this means adapting democracy to the new spaces and rhythms of life in Europe. At heart, democracy is a very particular European response to uncertainty. Unlike other forms of rule – autocracy, technocracy, theocracy – it acknowledges there is no single answer for society. Uncertainty demands collaborative decision-making, not just to ensure that responsibility is mutual but to harvest practical experience wherever it exists. Representative democracy achieved this well enough. But delegating authority in this static and hierarchical way may not be sufficiently collaborative in this day and age. Increasingly, individuals and communities are using new technologies not to voice opinion but to solve problems. This form of active citizenship is not hemmed in by nationality laws or welfare rights.
For the EU’s political economy, all this means tipping the European Union on its head. We normally picture the EU as a level of government sitting at the top of Europe’s legal hierarchy – local government at the bottom, national government in the middle, Europe at the top. This hierarchy is cemented by Europe’s constitutional principles, including the supremacy of EU law. Yet the EU has most legitimacy as a tool to leverage power from the bottom up and from the peripheries. It therefore makes more sense to focus the European level at the bottom of the constitutional hierarchy. The EU should be a cross-national base on which local and national governments join up, and on which workers and businesses move, connect and collaborate. It should cease to be only a top-heavy and fragile layer of bureaucracy at the pinnacle of European politics.

12. Like all politics, whether Progressive or Conservative, such processes mean change. Europeans risk losing sight of this fact. We increasingly use the word ‘integration’ – whether it be immigrant integration or European integration – to imply conformity to a fixed template. But integration in all cases is really a process of change and of invention. Outsiders are not being integrated into a fixed national community, and different member states are not being integrated into some pre-defined constitutional end-state. It is the job of a robust political system to allow that change to happen, and to seek out mutual benefits by giving people the space to flourish. That may seem far-fetched in a period of considerable turbulence and pessimism about the future. But just as the Great Depression was a trigger for the end of trade protectionism, so we must use the current financial crisis to open ourselves to migration.

Conclusions: Europe’s migration wars

Like all too many analyses at present, this paper has been dealing with the supposed “End of History” and the apparent return of geopolitical tension to the world. Well that’s one way of looking at things. But it’s just as instructive to look at the beginnings of history, because this puts migration back at the heart of the international system. Ever since hunter-gatherers were first ‘domesticated’ by the cultivation of wheat (Harari 2014), the international system has been driven by a simple tension - between the human capacity for mobility and the collective need for order. Human mobility has been driven by economics, insecurity and curiosity. And at each stage of human history, the scale of that mobility has outstretched existing territorial order (Cresswell 2006: 11) thereby forcing the rest of society to evolve - from feudalism through to empire and beyond (Weber 1966). But migrants have not had everything their way, and territorial order has always been reasserted, in old or new forms, through economic efficiency, violence and the ‘borders of the mind’ – ideology and religion (Havel 1985).

Globalisation seemed to solve this tension. By liberalising cross-border traffic in goods, resources, capital and services, it was supposed to reduce the pressure for migration: business, raw materials and money would now come to you, rather than you to it. By thus reducing the need for migration, globalisation would also serve to reinforce the most successful form of territorial order that the world has so far produced – national representative democracy. Yet, the seemingly inevitable spread of global trade and national democracy (Fukuyama 1989) has not entirely occurred. The mix of mobile business and static, separate populations has
sometimes led to political elitism and centralisation, as well as growing nationalism. As the economic benefits of globalisation dip, the basis for its territorial settlement is being revisited. And it is not just the US but increasingly also the influence of Europeans that is being eyed critically: the world-wide spread of the nation-state, of representative democracy and trade is seen as a response to a very local European dilemma – the permanent settlement of a large population in a small space, attracted by a temperate climate, but afflicted by resource-poverty.

For the US, the unravelling of globalisation principally takes the form of trade wars with China. Both countries have a need for resources, and they have similar means of ensuring these are delivered to their citizens (Khong 2013). But these trade wars can be seen as a sign of a deeper tension over the way globalisation ordered human mobility, and its false promise that resources would be delivered equitably to the world’s national populations. In the countries around the EU, to the south and east, that tension is playing out slightly differently. Traditionally-mobile populations feel cut off from resources by an artificial territorial order. The most obvious case is in the Sahel where the way of life has typically been nomadic and where national borders are viewed as a disruption. Meanwhile resource-rich states in the neighbourhood have actually used their trading hand to avoid democratization; there too, populations feel trapped. And, in the EU itself, although scope for migration has been opened up, classic forms of representative democracy persist. Europe must pull back from these migration wars.
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45 This is especially so since the government in Warsaw increasingly appeals to their patriotism and sense of national duty to persuade them to return home: Krupa (2014)
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In the years from 1989, European states found themselves feeling small and old-fashioned, an old form of territorial order. US strategists encouraged them to transform themselves so as to deal with the new global scale of economic activity, with trade a particular example (Hettne 1998: 225). European strategists proved receptive to this kind of thinking and pictured themselves as striving towards a kind of ‘post-modernity’ (Cooper 2003; for critical analysis also Buzan 1998). They could also readily agree with their US counterparts that cultural and perhaps even regional bonds were illegitimate units of governance in a globalised economy (with the exception, presumably, of a civilization called ‘the West’). After all, the EU had led the field in overcoming the debilitating effects of just such bonds since the 1950s. The response in Brussels was to scale up the nation-state to fit the EU.

Europe’s post-1989 policy was thus driven by an odd mix of inferiority and superiority complexes - unsurprising, given there is a history of Europeans picturing themselves as more sophisticated than the Americans so as to console themselves to their relative loss of influence: Ashton (2005). For analysis of Europe’s desire to see itself as ‘post-modern’ and its use of the politics of time: Klinke (2012).

As a sign that ‘globalisation’ along US lines is coming to an end, commentators in emerging powers like to point out that, in the 2007 financial crisis, ‘the US sneezed and only Europe caught cold’. This apparently shows that the US no longer has a super-systemic status. They do not argue that the financial crisis spells the end of global economic interconnectivity or globalization in a general sense – it merely suggests that globalisation will now occur along different lines. See: Desai (2010).

At this point, it is worth recalling the argument made by Grevi and Keohane (2015) that none of the world’s regional hegemons are really happy with the current instability in global affairs. Whilst some are prepared to take advantage of the situation, there is an underlying desire for stabilisation.

The EU views itself as a mid-size power in a world of mid-size powers, and seeks relations with its ‘peers’. In the past five or so years, the focus has thus been on wooing regional hegemons into a series of so-called strategic partnerships (Renard 2012: 3). Admittedly, during discussions in 2014 on a ‘European global strategy’ and a ‘comprehensive EU security approach’, there was some talk about drawing together the EU’s patchwork of regional strategies into a coherent whole. But insofar as the EU has held to its old inter-regional perspective, it is on an altered normative base. The EU either treats large powers as regions in their own right – for instance, offering China lessons about coordinating its social security system based on its own experience with 28 member states. Or it encourages clusters of countries to engage in regional integration, but for rather self-interested reasons of its own. The EU now encourages cooperation amongst African states so as to prevent China using its weight to secure access to energetic resources or fisheries there. But it has itself long been accused of taking a divide and rule approach to African states.
This idea of EU power rippling outwards fits a classic conception of distance – the assumption that an actor’s political influence naturally diminishes over physical space: Henrikson (2002). One of the problems with this conception of how power and cooperation drops off as distances increase, however, is that interests may diverge more strongly the further one moves from the core of power, requiring more robust cooperative formats. Thus the EU needed to put in place much stronger cooperation regimes at its border and the neighbourhood instead of concentrating on its internal affairs.

In a political constellation not unlike today’s (Watt 2015), Europe felt that it was facing a US model of globalisation which offered high employment but only at the expense of social solidarity and welfare. Europeans had in the past avoided being drawn into this kind of race to the bottom by establishing the EU as a social and political model for developing-economies to aspire to. Yet this US model was giving voice to a small but vocal economic elite who was ready to criticise the inefficient Continental model and legitimise competition with low-wage economies. The response in Brussels was thus to try reconciling its traditional emphasis on social solidarity with the new forms of cross-border communication unleashed by the end of the Cold War: by investing in education and innovation, the EU would master these new interconnections, ensuring high-skilled jobs remained in Europe and opening up its governance to a more mobile society (European Council 2000; Audretsch and Thurik 2000).

Migration policy encourages states to think critically about the way they meld time and space. After all, it involves questions about who is allowed onto national territory and what obligations they bear to the community there. Receiving countries are forced into a process of self-definition. See for example: Geddes and Guiraudon (2004); Favell (1998).

Oddly enough, there have been many attempts to portray the EU as ‘imperial’ in its behaviour, yet few of them actually visit the quite explicit vision of post-War Paris that the EU should be precisely that – imperial: Behr (2007); Waever (1997); Zielonka (2006); Armstrong and Anderson (2007).


Germany has been happy to raise the spectre of the past – its own nationalism and aggression – in order to push France into agreeing to this Kantian vision: Behnke (2012).

This legalistic idea of European citizenship and a right to free movement effectively rendered European workers invisible in the German system, exempting them from the usual controversy surrounding migration: Favell (2013).

On the fault-lines in this area of Kantian thought see: Kleingeld (1998).
For analysis of how German hegemony is coming to pass, at Britain’s expense: Schmidt (1999).

On Germany’s initial exclusion of southern members like Italy from the Schengen project, and the subsequent pattern of geographic tensions: Zaiotti (2013); European Stability Initiative (2011).

Not only would this re-ordering resolve some of the internal tensions within the EU, the combination might just appeal to other world regions. Analysts point to a bottom-up and inter-regional impulse elsewhere in the world: Rother and Piper (2014).

This section relies on: Bovens and Wille (1994); Kosar (2010); Papademetriou (2014); Peri (2012); Pager (2011); Favell (2003) – in pretty much that sequence.
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